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For atomic frequency standards in which fluctuations of the local oscillator (LO) frequency are the dom-
inant noise source, we examine the role of the servo algorithm that predicts and corrects these frequency
fluctuations. We derive the optimal linear prediction algorithm, showing how to measure the relevant spec-
tral properties of the noise and optimise servo parameters while the standard is running, using only the
atomic error signal. We find that, for realistic LO noise spectra, a conventional integrating servo with a prop-
erly chosen gain performs nearly as well as the optimal linear predictor. Using simple analytical models and
numerical simulations, we establish optimum probe times as a function of clock atom number and of the
dominant noise type in the local oscillator. We calculate the resulting LO-dependent scaling of achievable
clock stability with atom number for product states as well as for maximally-correlated states.
The instability of frequency standards limits the total
uncertainty achievable in a measurement of finite dura-
tion [1, 2]. This limit can be practically relevant even when
performing measurements of static frequency ratios, since
many-month-long measurement campaigns place strin-
gent demands on the reliability of all components in an
experiment. Instability becomes a fundamental concern
when attempting tomeasure time-varying frequency ratios.
For instance, in the emerging field of chronometric level-
ing [3–5], direct observation of tidal fluctuations expected in
the gravitational red shift [6] requires frequency ratio meas-
urements with a fractional uncertainty at the level of 10−18
to be completed in a matter of hours. Physics beyond the
Standard Model might be detectable in clock frequency ra-
tio measurements as postulated transient shifts associated
with dark-matter domain walls [7] or ultralight scalar dark-
matter candidates [8, 9]. Searches for such signals require
the highest possible measurement resolution at timescales
where the statistical uncertainty due to instability plays a far
greater role than long-term systematic uncertainty.
Of the noise processes contributing to the instability of
atomic frequency standards, the most fundamental one is
quantum projection noise [10], which arises from the dis-
creteness in the measurement results obtainable from a fi-
nite number of atoms. For an ensemble of N uncorrelated
two-level atoms, this noise imposes a minimum statistical
uncertainty
∆φQPN =
1p
N
(1)
on any measurement of the phase accumulated in an
atomic superposition state. For a standard operating at a
frequency ω and in the ideal case of Ramsey interrogation
without technical noise, this leads to a long-term fractional
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instability [11]
σC(τ)=
1
ωT
p
N
√
Tc
τ
(2)
where T is the duration of a single Ramsey interrogation
and Tc is the length of the frequency standard’s operating
cycle, such that τ/Tc measurements can be performed in
an averaging time τ. This quantum projection noise limit
(QPN)1 for clocks using uncorrelated atoms depends on the
experimenter’s choice of probe time T , becoming arbitrarily
small for sufficiently long probe times. Thus, Eqn. 2 sets no
limit on achievable clock instability at long averaging times
unless some additional scale in the problem restricts the
choice of T .
One such restriction is set by excited-state decay in the
atoms, which sets a fundamental limit to interrogation
times. The performance of optical frequency standards op-
erating at this limit has been analysed in Refs. [12–15]. How-
ever, for many of the optical frequency standards now be-
ing investigated, frequency fluctuations of the local oscil-
lator restrict T to less than a second even when the atoms’
excited-state lifetime is measured in minutes (87Sr) or even
years (171Yb+) [1]. Because the local oscillator’s noise is
common to all the atoms in the standard, and because
it typically exhibits significant power-law temporal correl-
ations, its effects are qualitatively different from those of
excited-state decay. In fact, it might at first glance seem
odd that local-oscillator noise limits clock stability at all: the
local oscillator frequency is in some sense themeasurand in
an atomic frequency standard and its fluctuations are con-
stantly monitored and corrected. Local-oscillator noise af-
fects the stability of the standard only to the extent that it
cannot be corrected by feedback from the atoms. This can
happen, for instance, if the cyclic atomic interrogation pro-
tocol allows undetected aliased frequency components of
1 sometimes referred to as the Standard Quantum Limit (SQL)
2the local-oscillator noise spectrum to contaminate the out-
put signal of the standard, a phenomenon known as the
Dick effect [16]. Even in the absence of the Dick effect,
however, the quantisedmeasurement signal from the atoms
has a fundamentally limited dynamic range: one cannot ex-
tract more than log2(N + 1) bits of frequency information
from a single measurement of N atoms [17]. The useful
domain of the measurement, i.e. the frequency band in
which it can be unambiguously interpreted, must be broad
enough to cover the frequencies which the local oscillator
is likely to emit in the interrogation. Frequency excursions
beyond the domain for which the reference provides use-
ful information lead to less informative measurement res-
ults, and hence to degraded instability. In the worst case the
servo, working from ambiguous or uninformative measure-
ment results, may be unable to keep the output frequency
locked to the atomic reference. The output frequency then
either hops between different zero-crossings of a frequency-
periodic Ramsey error signal or drifts aimlessly far from the
resonance of a Rabi error signal. This case is catastrophic
and the operating parameters must be chosen to make it
vanishingly unlikely. Thus, even in the absence of the Dick
effect (e.g. with dead-time-free Ramsey interrogation [18]),
the achievablemeasurement resolution ultimately depends
on the scale of local-oscillator frequency fluctuations seen
by the atoms, and hence on the performance of the clock’s
feedback loop which corrects these fluctuations.
In this work, we study the limits to the stability of fre-
quency standards dominated by local-oscillator noise with
realistic temporal correlations. We focus on clocks using
a single ensemble of atoms periodically interrogated using
the same protocol for every interrogation cycle, whose in-
stability we quantify using the Allan variance at long times.
Our work is thus less general, but more directly relevant
to current experiments, than analyses of multi-ensemble
clocks or of interrogation protocols which are modified
on-the-fly [19–22], and our approach is a more concrete
complement to the derivation of universal performance
bounds in mathematically idealised settings [22, 23]. Us-
ing simple analytical arguments and numerical simulations
of clocks with different local-oscillator noise spectra, we
study the performance of the servo controller which pre-
dicts and corrects local-oscillator noise and then analyse
its implications. After establishing notation and conven-
tions in Sec. I, we begin by deriving the optimal linear pre-
diction algorithm and evaluating its performance in Sec. II.
In Sec. III we show that a feedback controller with near-
optimal performance can be designed without prior know-
ledge of the noise spectrum, bymonitoring the error signals
in normal clock operation. Wealso show that the same tech-
niques provide useful diagnostic information on the local
oscillator’s noise, allowing on-line monitoring of its per-
formance. We turn to the effects of the noise in Sec. IV,
in which we derive a modification to the QPN that takes
into account the performance of the servo controller. This
modified QPN formula predicts an overall limit to achiev-
able clock instability, which is attained for anoptimal choice
of atomic interrogation time that we discuss in Sec. V. Sec-
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Figure 1. General model of a periodically-stabilised atomic clock.
A local oscillator (LO) emits a signal with a fractional deviation x
from the nominal clock frequency. The servo controller attempts
to predict x and corrects the frequency by its prediction h. The
corrected signal (with fractional frequency deviation x−h) is then
used to interrogate an atomic reference, which produces an estim-
ate e of the prediction error or, equivalently, an estimate y of the
LO’s unknown frequency deviation x. These estimates can be used
by the servo in future predictions.
tionVI considers themerits of using entangled atomic states
to modify the phase resolution of Eqn. 1, giving a simple
dimensional argument for the disappointing performance
of maximally-correlated states in atomic clocks and arguing
for the superiority of states that enhance the dynamic range
of atomic measurements [17, 24–26]. This result is comple-
mentary to that of Ref. [12], which considered independent
dephasing of the atoms rather than the collective dephas-
ing associated with the LO, and takes into account temporal
correlations in the LO noise rather than assuming a white
spectrum as in Ref. [20, 27]. Section VII considers the in-
stability of the clock at short times, whichmay be limited by
finite feedback gain rather than measurement noise, show-
ing that the second integrator recommended in Ref. [15] to
correct for linear drift of the LO is also necessary to satur-
ate the QPN limit in the presence of random-walk noise. We
conclude with some remarks on proposed frequency stand-
ards whose design does not follow the conventional pattern
we consider in this work.
I. SETUP AND NOTATION
Figure 1 sketches the structure of the frequency standards
we consider and summarises the notation we will use for
the various signals wemust consider. The goal of the stand-
ard is to produce a continuous classical oscillatory signal
whose frequency corresponds to a reference transition fre-
quencyω in a particular atomic species. As the classical sig-
nal is generated by a macroscopic local oscillator (LO) sub-
ject to environmental perturbations, its frequency ωL will
differ from the target frequencyω by a fluctuating fractional
discrepancy x = (ωL/ω)−1. The scale of these fluctuations
is summarised in the Allan deviation σL(τ) of the LO. In or-
der to suppress these fluctuations, a servo controller gener-
ates a prediction h of the LO frequency error, which is used
to frequency-shift the LO output signal back to atomic res-
onance. The resulting signal, with net fractional frequency
error x−h, is provided to the users of the standard and has
3an Allan deviation σC(τ). This corrected signal is supplied
to a reference, where it interacts with N atoms according to
some fixed interrogation protocol, such as Ramsey or Rabi
interrogation. Measurement of the atoms’ state at the end
of the interrogation protocol conveys some information on
the residual frequency error x −h, which we express as an
error estimate e. The error estimate might, for instance,
correspond to the imbalance of atomic state populations at
the end of a Ramsey sequence divided by the accumulated
phase ωT . For consistency, we express the error estimate
in the same units as x and h, so that y = h+ e is an estim-
ate of the LO’s uncorrected frequency error x, one that uses
only the most recent atomic data and takes no account of
previous measurements. Note that y and e differ from, and
fluctuate more than, x and x −h respectively, because they
are affected by the noise of the atomic reference.
We consider periodically-stabilised frequency standards
with an operating cycle of period Tc, where the reference
provides a series of error estimates {ei }. At any given point
in time, we label them as follows: e1 is themost recent avail-
able error estimate, e2 the preceding error estimate, and so
forth. e0 is then the error estimate which will be produced
at the end of the current operating cycle. We label the other
signals similarly: h0 is the servo’s prediction of the (average)
LO frequency error x0 during the current operating cycle,
while h j and x j correspond to the j th most recent com-
pleted cycle. Causality requires that the servo compute the
prediction h0 without knowledge of e0, using only {e1,e2, . . .}
or, equivalently, {y1, y2, . . .}.
The Allan deviation σC(τ) is that of the physical signal
produced by the frequency standard as it is operating. With
the exception of Sec. VII, most of the analysis presented
in this work also applies to “paper clocks”, i.e. virtual sig-
nals generated by post-processing measurement data. Al-
though the post-processing need not respect causality and
can use later measurements to correct estimates of the fre-
quency at earlier times, the quality of the measurements
themselves still depends on the ability of the (causality-
respecting) servo to keep the corrected LO frequency near
the atomic resonance frequency ω while the clock is run-
ning, and constraints on this ability affect the performance
of the reference no matter how the resulting data is sub-
sequently used.
Where it is necessary to assume a definite interrogation
protocol in the atomic reference, we will focus on dead-
time-free Ramsey interrogation, where the measured signal
depends on the average of the corrected signal frequency
during some interrogation time T . While we assume in our
examples that T , which sets the frequency resolution of the
interrogation, is equal to Tc, which sets the repetition rate of
the interrogation cycle, the two times are conceptually dis-
tinct and we will use separate symbols for them through-
out. References whose operating cycle includes dead time
(T < Tc) or which use a different interrogation protocol
(such as Rabi or hyper-Ramsey [28, 29]) will suffer from the
Dick effect, which can be modelled as additional measure-
ment noise in the atomic reference.
In numerical examples we will consider LOs with simple
power-law noise, such that σ2
L
(τ)∝ τµ, with µ = −1,0,1 for
white frequency noise, flicker frequency noise and random
walk of frequency noise, respectively. As argued in the in-
troduction, the LO noise gives the problem a characteristic
time scale which ultimately limits the useful resolution of
measurements on the atoms. We define this time Z , without
assuming a particular formof LOnoise spectrum, by the im-
plicit equation
σL(Zc)ωZ = 1rad, (3)
where Zc is the cycle time of the clock when operated with
a probe time Z . In other words, Z is the choice of probe
time for which the LO Allan deviation at one clock cycle is
as large as the quantum projection noise of a single atom
(Eqn. 2 with N = 1). This definition lets us combine the
LO noise and the choice of probe time into a single dimen-
sionless parameter T /Z which can be compared between
clocks of different types using LOs with different perform-
ance. Note that Z will be on the order of a few seconds for a
typical current optical frequency standard with a fractional
LO instability around 10−16.
In the remainder of this paper, we will have frequent re-
course to Monte-Carlo simulations of clocks. Because our
model assumes a fixed interrogation protocol, it is possible
to predetermine the start and end times of every radiation
pulse in a simulated run of the clock, and thus to generate
efficiently the (noisy) mean frequency of the free-running
LO during each pulse. Given such a frequency history for
the free-running LO, it is straightforward to simulate the re-
sponse of the atomic reference at each clock cycle and the
resulting servo correction for the next clock cycle. White
noise is generated as a random variable whose variance
scales inversely with the duration of each pulse. (Damped)
randomwalks are obtained by first generating the frequency
at the beginning and end of each pulse as a (damped) run-
ning sum of steps whose variance depends on the time step
length, then computing the expectation value of the mean
of the randomwalk in each pulse given fixed start- and end-
points, and finally adding a white noise component corres-
ponding to the dispersion of the mean about this expecta-
tion value. Flicker-frequency noise is generated as a sum of
damped random walks with damping time constants ran-
ging by factors of 2 from 1% of the shortest pulse in the
clock’s operating cycle (the shortest time scale in the prob-
lem) up to 100 times the duration of the entire run (the
longest time scale in the problem).
II. SERVO CONTROLLER DESIGN
We now focus our attention on the servo. Given a history
. . . ,h3,h2,h1 of its own past predictions and of the corres-
ponding error signals . . . ,e3,e2,e1 obtained from the atomic
reference, it must make a prediction h0 of the LO frequency
in the next operating cycle. The prediction should take into
account the temporal correlations of the LO noise, which
dictate the timescale over which past measurement results
remain relevant to predicting future LO behaviour.
4We begin by considering the simple integrator, the basic
building block of the servo algorithm used in most contem-
porary optical frequency standards [15]. In our notation, the
simple integrator makes the prediction
h0 = h1+ g e1 (4)
where g is a dimensionless gain specifying the fraction of
the frequency error measured in the last cycle to apply as a
correction to the last prediction. The prediction can also be
expressed in terms of past estimates of the LO’s fractional
frequency deviation {yk } as follows:
h0 =
∞∑
k=1
g (1− g )k−1yk . (5)
While Eqn. 4 is easier to implement, Eqn. 5 is easier to
reason about because the statistical properties of the estim-
ated LO frequency y aremostly determined by the LO noise
and by the measurement noise of the reference, depending
only weakly on the design of the servo controller itself. To a
good first approximation, then, we can take the fluctuations
and correlations of the {yk } as given, and try to choose g so
as to minimise the error of the prediction h0.
It is instructive to study the broader class of linear pre-
dictors, whose predictions are weighted averages of past LO
frequency estimates of the form
h0 =
∑
k
wk yk , (6)
where the weights wk are required to satisfy the normalisa-
tion condition ∑
k
wk = 1. (7)
The simple integrator of Eqn. 5 is a special case of a linear
predictor, with wk = g (1− g )k−1. The optimisation of such
linear predictors has been studied extensively since the pi-
oneering work of Wiener [30] and Kolmogorov [31] (see e.g.
Ref. [32]). Here we derive the minimum-mean-squared-
error predictor in a form similar to that used for ordinary
kriging in geostatistics (see e.g. [33]). We begin by comput-
ing the mean squared difference between the prediction h0
and the next frequency estimate y0:
〈(h0− y0)2〉 =
〈∑
j
∑
k
w j wk (y j − y0)(yk − y0)
〉
(8)
=w⊺C w , (9)
where we have collected the weights {wk } into a vector w
and introduced the two-sample covariance matrix for the
estimated LO frequency, whose entries are defined as
C j k = 〈(y j − y0)(yk − y0)〉. (10)
Note that 〈(h0 − y0)2〉 is not the same as the mean squared
prediction error 〈(h0 − x0)2〉, since it also includes the
noise of the atomic reference which estimates that error.
Provided, however, that the atomic reference is unbiased,
the same choice of weights will minimise either measure of
noise, so we proceed to minimise Eqn. 9 and find that the
optimum weights satisfy
C w = λ


1
1
1
1
...

 (11)
with λ a Lagrange multiplier that must be chosen to satisfy
the normalisation constraint of Eqn. 7. Thus the optimal
weights can be found by solving Eqn. 11 for w/λ and nor-
malising the result, provided that one knows the covariance
matrix C . If the noise properties of the components in the
frequency standard are known, then C can be computed
simply as the sum of matrices for each independent noise
process. Explicit expressions for the C matrix associated
with a known noise spectrum are provided in Appendix A.
As discussed in Sec. III, C can also be estimated, and the
servo controller optimised, without prior knowledge of the
system noise properties, using only data generated during
normal clock operation.
Although linear predictors with arbitrary coefficients are
not difficult to implement following Eqn. 6, one can also
use the preceding formalism to optimise the gain of con-
ventional integrators. Appendix B derives an explicit, albeit
cumbersome, formula for the optimal integrator gain given
known noise model parameters. Alternatively, one can use
Eqn. 11 to choose a vector of weights for a hypothetical lin-
ear predictor and then simply set the integrator gain to the
leading entry of this vector g = w1. Simulations show that
for common power-law noise processes, the resulting in-
tegrating servo performs almost as well as the optimal lin-
ear predictor, with a penalty of less than 10% in the predic-
tion variance. The formalism we have developed can thus
be used to optimise the parameters of a conventional integ-
rating servo algorithm, without requiring anymodifications
to an already-running clock experiment. As we will see, this
optimisation can be performed even without prior know-
ledge of the experiment’s noise characteristics.
It may be helpful to visualise the spectral response of op-
timised servos. Fig. 2 shows, for a few simple cases, the RMS
magnitude of the prediction error caused by a frequency
modulation of the LO at some frequency f . In the absence
of servo correction (black solid line), the response is flat
at low frequencies but falls off as 1/ f at high frequencies
due to the averaging of the LO frequency within each in-
terrogation cycle. Note that the servo prediction error van-
ishes at those frequencies to which the reference is insens-
itive: noise at these frequencies cannot be removed from
the clock output, but it does not disturb the atomic refer-
ence and is therefore irrelevant as far as the servo is con-
cerned. For a white-noise dominated system, the optimal
controller has the lowest practical gain, or equivalently av-
erages as much history as is available. The optimal spectral
response function in this case looks essentially identical to
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Figure 2. Servo response spectra, expressed as the RMS predic-
tion error caused by a unit-amplitude frequency modulation of
the LO at frequency f , assuming a noiseless reference. Black
solid line: no servo (open-loop). Dotted blue line: optimal lin-
ear predictor for pure random-walk noise (integrator of gain g =
1.27). Chain-dotted green line: linear predictor optimised for pure
flicker-frequency noise, with a 50-cycle memory. Dashed red line:
best integrator for pure flicker-frequency noise (g = 0.7).
the black line. For pure random-walk noise, which falls off
rapidly at high frequencies, it is worth increasing the sensit-
ivity to high-frequency noise in order to obtain better sup-
pression at low frequencies: the optimal controller is then
an integrator with a gain g = 1.27 (blue dotted line)2. The
power spectral density of random-walk noise ∝ f −2 com-
bines with the ∝ f 2 (power) response of an integrator to
yield a flat spectrum of contributions to the prediction er-
ror. In the intermediate case of flicker noise, the same flat
spectrum could be achieved by a controller with a power
response ∝ f , i.e. an amplitude response ∝
√
f . The op-
timal 50-term linear controller (green chain-dotted line) ap-
proximates this behaviour in the range of frequencies it can
observe, from roughly 1/(100Tc) up to 1/(2Tc). At very low
frequencies, corresponding to fluctuations slower than the
50-cyclememory of the controller, the response falls back to
that of an integrator. A simple integrator cannot have a
√
f
amplitude response, so the best integrator for pure flicker
noise (red dotted line) is more sensitive to fluctuations with
periods of a few cycles. As a result it performs about 5%
worse than the more general linear predictor.
To gauge their impact on clock performance, we quantify
the scale of the servo’s prediction errors by the dimension-
2 Note that a random-walk-dominated system can require an integrator
gain greater than unity. If, for instance, the last measured frequency
was higher than the corresponding prediction, it is likely that the LO
frequency was random-walking upwards during the last measurement,
and thus that the frequency at the end of the measurement was higher
than the average frequency during themeasurement. The apparent over-
correction implied by g > 1 is accounting for this difference. The integ-
rating servo is still stable as long as g < 2.
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Figure 3. Variance of servo prediction errors, expressed as the
variance v of the phase accumulated in a Ramsey interrogation, as
a functionof probe time for a white-noise (top) flicker- (middle) or
random-walk-limited (bottom) LO. The simulated clocks run for
2×106 Ramsey interrogations of 1 (solid black circles), 10 (open
blue circles), 102 (solid red triangles), 103 (open green triangles)
or 104 (solid grey squares) uncorrelated atoms. Symbols show the
performance of integrating controllers optimised without know-
ledge of the LO noise as discussed in Sec. III. Solid lines show the
performance of linear predictors using the last n = 50 frequency
estimates, designed with knowledge of the LO noise properties as
discussed in Sec. II.
less variance
v =
〈
[(x−h)ωT ]2
〉
(12)
of the phase accumulated in the Ramsey interrogation of
duration T . The variance v plays an important role in de-
termining both the robustness of the lock to atomic reson-
ance and the achievable long-term stability (see Sec. IV), so
that it is worth studying its behaviour. The solid lines in
Fig. 3 illustrate the performance of linear predictors, based
on simulations of clock operation with between 1 and 104
atoms in the reference. As a function of the choice of probe
6time T /Z , and thus of the ratio between LOnoise andmeas-
urement noise, one can distinguish three qualitatively dif-
ferent regimes. In the limit of large atom numbers and long
probe times, the simulations approach an N-independent
limit
v = ξ
(
T
Z
)2+µ
. (13)
This is the scaling one expects for the case where the LO
noise completely dominates the measurement noise of the
reference, given the postulated power-law scaling of the LO
noise with exponent µ (c.f. Sec. I) and the definition of Z
in Eqn. 3. The proportionality constant ξ can be estim-
ated from the simulations or derived using the formulae
in Appendix A, and varies between 1 (for a white-noise-
dominated LO) and 2 (for a random-walk-noise-dominated
LO). In the opposite limit of low atom number or short
probe time, the (white) quantum projection noise domin-
ates and the servo performance depends only on the num-
ber of measurements n which it averages in making its pre-
diction, and thus
v ≈ 1
N n
(14)
for sufficiently short probe times. For n >∼ 20 this limit
has no impact on correctly optimised clock operation (see
Sec. V). Between the two limits considered above there is a
trade-off between averagingmanymeasurements to reduce
the impact of measurement noise and considering only the
recent measurements most relevant to the LO’s current fre-
quency. We know of no simple, accurate expression for the
achievable servo performance in this intermediate regime,
but the rough scaling that one would expect from the afore-
mentioned trade-off
v ∝ 1p
N
(
T
Z
)1+µ/2
(15)
does hold in simulations.
So far, we have discussed the simple integrator and its
generalisations. Practical frequency standards, however,
must use a double-integrator to correct for steady drifts in
the LO frequency [15]. With the addition of the second in-
tegrator, the servo predictions become
h0 =h1+ g e1+ g2
∑
k
ek (16)
or
=
∑
k
wk yk + g2
∑
k
ek . (17)
Aside from its role in suppressing steady-state frequency er-
rors with drifting LOs, the second integrator is necessary
for the servo to have enough low-frequency gain to attain
the projection noise limit in many-atom clocks, a point to
which we will return in Sec. VII. However, as long as its
gain g2 is chosen low enough to avoid servo oscillations,
the additional integrator has only a negligible impact on
the variance of the prediction errors3. The controller can
thus be designed by optimising a simple integrator or lin-
ear predictor as discussed above, and then adding the drift-
correction integrator with a gain g2≪w1 = g .
Besides minimising prediction variance, another desir-
able feature in practical servo controllers is robustness, the
quality of remaining locked to the (correct) atomic reson-
ance for long periods. In principle the two qualities are dis-
tinct, but we find empirically that for well-optimised servos
they are tightly coupled. In simulations of clockswith awide
range of atom numbers (i.e. reference signal-to-noise ra-
tios), we find that the rate at which a clock hops to different
Ramsey fringes depends, for a given LO and a fully optim-
ised servo, only on the prediction variance v . Suboptimal
servos (such as integrators with incorrectly chosen gain)
have both greater prediction variance v and a higher rate of
fringe hops for a given v , so that they are less robust as well
as noisier. We conjecture that the best servos are simultan-
eously the most robust and the least noisy, so that there is
no need to choose between the two qualities provided that
one can, in fact, find this optimal servo design.
III. ON-LINE SERVO OPTIMISATION AND NOISE
CHARACTERISATION
In practice, the noise spectrum of the LO may not be
known accurately. A significant benefit of the formalism
presented in the previous section is that it allows one to op-
timise the servo controller without prior knowledge of the
LO noise properties. This is possible because the definition
of C in Eqn. 10 involves only the estimated LO frequency er-
ror in each clock cycle, which is routinely recorded in nor-
mal clock operation4 . As a demonstration of such optimisa-
tion, we have run clock simulations with integrating servos
whose gains were chosen, without knowledge of the true LO
noise, by the following empirical procedure:
1. Start by setting the gain to g = 0.2, an arbitrary but
reasonable initial value chosen to allow reliable, if
suboptimal, clock operation under a wide range of
conditions.
2. Simulate the clock for 104 cycles, corresponding to a
few hours of operation for a typical contemporary fre-
quency standard.
3 This is best understood by considering the action of the servo in the
frequency domain: the variance of the prediction errors depends on
the feedback gain at a frequency corresponding to the clock cycle rate,
whereas the second integrator only contributes feedback gain at much
lower frequencies. The effect of the second servo is visible in the correla-
tions between prediction errors, not in their variance.
4 In some implementations, the estimated frequency might not be recor-
ded as such, but it can be obtained by adding the servo predictions to the
frequency error signal reported by the atomic reference.
73. Compute C according to Eqn. 10 and thence the vec-
tor w of optimal weights. Set g =w1 5.
4. Simulate the clock with the newly optimised servo
and reoptimise, repeating as necessary.
Even when the servo gain is initially chosen blindly, we find
that five rounds of optimisation suffice for the gain g to
converge to a value that yields performance indistinguish-
able from that of an integrator designed with full know-
ledge of the LO noise spectrum. Under more realistic con-
ditions, where the initial choice of servo parameters reflects
some prior knowledge of the LOperformance, the optimisa-
tion could be performed much more quickly. The symbols
in Fig. 3 show the prediction variance of such empirically-
optimised integrators, which can be compared to the per-
formance of optimal linear predictors shown as solid lines.
For clocks operated near their optimal probe times (to be
discussed in Sec. IV), the difference in prediction variance is
less than 10%. Thus, it is possible to develop controllers that
take full advantage of the time correlations in the LO noise
even without independent knowledge of those correlations.
Unfortunately, it is not always possible to verify the servo
performance directly, because the observed variance of the
error signal e contains contributions both from the servo
prediction error and from measurement noise of the refer-
ence. For a single-atom clock this problem is insurmount-
able: the observed fluctuations of a binary error signal must
correspond to quantum projection noise, independent of
servo performance. For a many-atom clock where the de-
tection noise is well-characterised it is possible to measure
the servo prediction variance as an increase in the fluctu-
ations of the error signal, but the resulting estimates are
generally optimistic. As discussed in Sec. IV, even in a cor-
rectly optimised clock there will be unavoidable ambigu-
ities in interpreting the error signal (e.g. 2pi phase slips
in Ramsey interrogation) and the resulting measurement
errors contribute to the servo prediction variance without
being observable in the experimentally recorded measure-
ment data.
One can, however, use the correlation matrix C estim-
ated during clock operation to partially characterise the
LO. Although white noise of the LO is indistinguishable
frommeasurement noise in the atomic reference, flicker or
random-walk noise can produce detectable temporal cor-
relations even when their contributions to the total meas-
urement variance are small. By fitting the estimated C to a
linear combination
C =σ2w(Tc)Cw+σ2f Cf+σ2r (Tc)Cr (18)
of the correlation matrices expected for white, flicker and
random-walk noise, one can obtain estimates of the Allan
5 In cases where the noise is nearly white, this can lead to a theoretically
optimal but practically useless controller with near-zero gain. To avoid
this problem, we impose a minimum gain of 0.04 to ensure a finite servo
attack time. This bound is low enough that it does not affect the achiev-
able clock stability.
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Figure 4. Normalised Allan deviation of flicker (blue circles) or
random-walk (red triangles) LO noise reconstructed from correla-
tions in the error signal of a single-atom clock as a function of the
actual noise level. Black line marks correct reconstruction. Light
and dark grey regions mark the noise levels at which the clock
servo hops between Ramsey fringes for random walk and flicker
noise respectively.
variances associated with each class of noise process, which
are simply the coefficients in the linear combination. Expli-
cit expressions for the correlation matrices associated with
arbitrary noise spectra are provided in Appendix. A. Fig. 4,
for instance, shows the flicker and random-walk Allan devi-
ations reconstructed in this fashion from a correlationmat-
rix C estimated from 2×106 cycles of operation of a simu-
lated single-atom clock, normalised to quantum projection
noise, as a function of the true level of the respective noise
processes. Random-walk noise, whose correlations differ
more strongly from those of the white measurement noise,
is easier to detect, but as seen in Fig. 4 both flicker and ran-
dom walk noise can be reliably estimated from levels too
low to affect the clock’s instability (variance less than 1% of
projection noise) up to levels that would be unacceptably
high in normal operation, when the clock servo is jumping
between Ramsey fringes. Although this method provides
much less detailed information on the LO noise spectrum
than does the optical spectrum analyser of Ref. [34], it re-
quires no measurements beyond those performed as part
of the clock’s normal operation. It can therefore be used to
monitor the LO while the clock is running, even in a single-
ion frequency standard, providing an early warning of per-
formance degradations as well as information useful for the
optimisation of interrogation parameters in the atomic ref-
erence (see Sec. V).
IV. IMPACT OF SERVO PERFORMANCE ON LONG-TERM
STABILITY
Any measurement performed on a finite number of
atoms can yield only a finite number of possible results. The
optimisation of the measurement protocol thus involves a
compromise between fine resolution over a narrow usable
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Figure 5. Schematic illustration of information gain in a single
cycle of clock operation. Blue chain-dotted Gaussian: Prior know-
ledge of the LO frequency. Black solid sinusoid: Ramsey excita-
tion spectrum. Red dashed line: Posterior knowledge of the LO
frequency given that an atom was detected in the excited state. If
no excitation is detected, then the posterior distribution is themir-
ror image about φ= 0 of the one shown here.
domain of LO frequencies and coarse frequency resolution
over a broader domain. The best compromise depends on
the range of frequencies which might plausibly have to be
measured by the reference, i.e. on the variance of servo pre-
diction errors. In this section we study this compromise,
showing that it leads to a finite optimal probe time and an
overall limit on the long-term stability of clocks with noisy
LOs.
By way of illustration, consider Ramsey interrogation of
a single atom, where the probability to find the atom in the
excited state depends on the phase error φ= (x−h)ωT as
Pe =
1+ sinφ
2
. (19)
This excitation spectrum is shownas a solid line of Fig. 5. Let
us assume that, before any measurement, our best know-
ledge of the (corrected) LO frequency is represented by the
chain-dotted distribution, corresponding to the distribu-
tion of LO prediction errors. Our best knowledge after a
measurement on a single atom, in the event that it is found
in the excited state, is shown by the dashed probability dis-
tribution. In this case we can be certain that the phase
was not near φ = −pi/2 (since the excitation probability
would then have been 0), and we can be reasonably con-
fident that it lies in the region between 0 and pi, but we can-
not rule out that it lies near −pi, where both the excitation
probability and the prior probability distribution are non-
negligible. Varying the probe time, and hence the spacing of
the Ramsey fringes, involves a trade-off: increasing T nar-
rows the main lobe of the posterior distribution, thanks to
the steeper slope of the excitation signal, but also increases
the weight of secondary lobes due to other fringes of the
Ramsey spectrum.
To quantify this trade-off more formally, we consider
Ramsey interrogation of N uncorrelated atoms, taking the
prior distribution (chain-dotted curve in Fig. 5) to be a
Gaussian of variance v
P (φ)= e
− φ
2
2v
p
2piv
. (20)
This distribution encodes, formally, all that is known about
the LO frequency before the atomicmeasurement result be-
comes available. In a practical sense, it is the distribution of
servo prediction errors: if the servo prediction were perfect
(h = x) then the phase accumulated in the Ramsey interrog-
ation would be zero. The ansatz of Eqn. 20 thus amounts to
an assumption that the servo prediction errors are normally
distributed. Although our simulations show some small de-
viations from the normal distribution, amounting to a neg-
ative excess kurtosis of a few percent with a single-atom ref-
erence that produces a binary error signal, the Gaussian an-
satz is a surprisingly good approximation. As we will see, it
leads to simple analytical results which agreewell withmore
detailed simulations.
The reference does not, unfortunately, supply us with the
expectation value Pe. Rather, themeasurement yields a ran-
dom fraction F of atoms detected in the excited state that
fluctuates about the expectation value Pe due to measure-
ment noise of the atomic reference. In the absence of tech-
nical noise on the reference signal, the variance of F is
var(F )=
〈
(Pe−〈Pe〉)2+
Pe(1−Pe)
N
〉
(21)
=e
−v sinhv
4
+ 1−e
−v sinhv
4N
(22)
where the averages 〈·〉 are taken over the prior distribu-
tion P (φ). The first term expresses the fluctuations in the
measured excitation fraction due to actual changes in the
φ-dependent excitation probability, while the second cor-
responds to quantum projection noise of the binomially-
distributed excitation signal. The usefulness of the excit-
ation fraction in estimating the frequency depends on the
covariance of the two quantities
cov(φ,F )=
〈
φF
〉
−〈φ〉〈F 〉 = v
2
e−
v
2 (23)
which determines how much weight should be given to F
in constructing the posterior estimate of the LO frequency.
Choosing the weight tominimise the variance v ′ of the error
in this posterior estimate, we find (c.f. Appendix C):
v ′ = v − cov(φ,F )
2
var(F )
(24)
= v
[
1− N v
(N −1)sinhv +ev
]
. (25)
This posterior variance combines information from the
measurement with information that was known before-
hand. In order to isolate the contribution of the former, we
define an effective measurement variance vm by
1
v ′
= 1
v
+ 1
vm
. (26)
9This is the usual relation for the variance of a (posterior) es-
timate obtained by anoptimal linear combinationof two in-
dependent pieces of information. vm is thus the variance of
a hypothetical measurement, one that could be interpreted
without any prior knowledge, and which would reduce our
uncertainty on the LO frequency as much as did the actual
measurement. For the case we consider,
vm =
ev
N
+
(
1− 1
N
)
sinhv − v (27)
≈ 1
N
+ v
2
2N
+ v
3
6
+·· · (28)
where, in the second line, we have expanded the effective
measurement variance in powers of the prior variance. The
first term is the conventional QPN on the measurement of
the phase, valid when v is small and the corrected LO fre-
quency is known a priori to be well centred on the Ram-
sey fringe. The third term reflects the additional uncertainty
arising when the corrected LO frequency can lie outside the
range where the reference produces a meaningful result.
This term is independent of atom number, and dominates
the effective measurement variance as v approaches 1.
Replacing the standard phase variance of Eqn. 1 by the
effective measurement variance in Eqn. 2 yields a new pre-
diction for clock stability in the limit of large averaging time
τ, one that accounts for the effects of limited prior informa-
tion in each interrogation:
σC(τ)→
1
ωT
√
Tc
τ
√
ev
N
+
(
1− 1
N
)
sinhv − v. (29)
To demonstrate the validity of the simplifying approxim-
ations made in our model, such as the Gaussian ansatz
for the distribution of servo errors, we compare the zero-
free-parameter prediction of Eqn. 29 (Fig. 6, solid lines) to
the stability of clocks simulated without making those ap-
proximations (Fig. 6, symbols). Clocks with white-, flicker-,
and random-walk-noise-limited LOs were simulated using
Ramsey interrogation of uncorrelated atoms with no dead
time (Tc = T ). Each point in Fig. 6 is obtained from a sim-
ulation of 2×106 cycles of clock operation. The Allan devi-
ation is computed for a time τ long enough that the instabil-
ity has reached the asymptotic 1/
p
τ regime (corresponding
to 2×104 cycles of clock operation), then rescaled to a fixed
averaging time Z andnormalised to a fixednoise levelσL (Z )
to obtain a dimensionless result that is comparable across
systems. The graphs thus show the achievable long-term in-
stability as a function of the choice of probe time.
When the probe time is short, the Ramsey fringe is broad
and v is small, the instability improves as 1/
p
T as conven-
tionally expected. The improvement with increasing probe
time stops either when the additional v-dependent terms
in Eqn. 29 grow important or when the servo can no longer
reliably lock the LO to the reference transition: the curves
in Fig. 6 end when the fringe-hop rate reaches 1 per 2 mil-
lion cycles. As N increases, quantum projection noise is re-
duced relative to LO noise and it becomes advantageous to
reduce the probe time so as to be less sensitive to the latter.
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Figure 6. Long-term instability as a function of probe time for
clocks using Ramsey interrogation of 1 (solid black circles), 10
(open blue circles), 102 (solid red triangles), 103 (open green tri-
angles) or 104 (solid grey squares) uncorrelated atoms. Solid lines
show the prediction of Eqn. 29, without free parameters. Vertical
bars mark the recommended interrogation time given in Table II.
Dashed line marks the limit for perfect phase estimation with no
projection noise. The three graphs are, from top to bottom, for a
white-, flicker-, or random-walk-dominated LO. Simulations ran
for 2×106 clock cycles.
Thus, the optimal probe time gets shorter with increasing
atom number, and the fully optimised clock instability does
not scale as N−1/2. The asymptotic scaling with N is given
in Table I. For white noise, the most extreme case, the op-
timal probe time scales as N−1/3 in the large-N limit, lead-
ing to a N−1/3 scaling of the long-term Allan deviation. For
flicker or random-walk noise, v falls off more steeply as the
probe time is shortened (see Eqn. 13), so that the the op-
timal probe time is less sensitive to atomnumber and a scal-
ing closer to the conventional QPN limit is obtained. In the
absence of projection noise, i.e. in the limit N → ∞, the
servo performance limit of Eqn. 13 combines with Eqn. 29
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LO Noise Type Asymptotic Scaling
of σC(τ)ω
p
Zτ
White ∝N−1/3
Flicker ∝N−5/12
Rnd. Walk ∝N−4/9
Table I. Asymptotic scaling of LO-limited clock instability with
atom number. The scaling differs from the conventional N−1/2
QPN limit because the optimum probe time decreases with in-
creasing atom number.
LO Noise Safe Asymptotic Optimum
T /Z T /Z
White – min
(
N−1/5, 1.4N−1/3
)
Flicker 0.4−0.15N−1/3 0.76N−1/6
Rnd. Walk 0.4−0.25N−1/3 0.79N−1/9
Table II. Recommendations for the choice of Ramsey interrogation
time. The last column gives the optimal probe time in the limit of
many atoms. There is nothing to be gained by probing longer than
this time. It may be necessary to use shorter probe times to avoid
fringe hops; a suggested safe upper bound on the probe time is
given in the second column.
to yield a generalmeasurement-noise-independent limit on
clock instability, whichwe plot as dashed lines in Fig. 6. This
limit arises solely from the unpredictability of the LO noise
and from the finite domain over which the Ramsey error sig-
nal can be unambiguously interpreted.
Strictly speaking, Eqn. 24 holds only if the estimated fre-
quency error is a linear function of the measured excita-
tion fraction. Since the excitation probability is a non-linear
(e.g. sinusoidal) function of the LO frequency error, one
might hope to do better than the estimated performance
of Eqn. 29 by using a non-linear function to convert the
excitation fraction to a frequency error estimate. Simula-
tions show, however, that correcting for the curvature of
the Ramsey fringe by estimating the accumulated phase as
arcsin(2F−1) rather than simply 2F−1 has no significant ef-
fect on v or on the achievable long-term clock stability. One
can understand this finding by noting that, when v is large
enough that the curvature within a single Ramsey fringe is
significant, the effect of unavoidable ambiguities such as
the secondary lobe in Fig. 5 is much larger and dominates
the posterior variance.
V. GUIDELINES FOR INTERROGATION PARAMETERS
To choose the operating parameters for a clock, one
can in general use the formalism of Sec. II to predict the
servo error variance v as a function of those operating
parameters and Eqn. 29 to predict the resulting long-term
stability, which can then be optimised. Table II, for ex-
ample, provides recommended Ramsey interrogation times
for clocks dominated by different types of power-law LO
noise, expressed as multiples of Z . In the many-atom
limit, the servo prediction errors become independent of
the quantum projection noise and we can solve Eqn. 29 to
obtain the asymptotically optimal probe time (last column
of Table II). Increasing the probe time beyond this optimum
always leads to an increase in effective measurement vari-
ance and long-term instability, and is of no practical in-
terest. At small atom numbers, shorter probe times are
required to keep the servo controller robust against fringe
hops. The purely phenomenological bound in the second
column of Table II is chosen to be slightly shorter than the
time for which we observe fringe-hops at a rate of 1 per
million simulated clock cycles, with a 20% safety margin.
Our choice of maximum acceptable fringe-hop rate, corres-
ponding to a requirement that the clock remain locked to
the correct fringe for a few days, is arbitrary, but as the onset
of fringe-hopping is extremely steep (the fringe-hop rate in
simulations increases by two to three orders of magnitude
when the probe time is doubled), the maximum safe probe
time is only weakly dependent on this choice of threshold. A
full optimisation of all common probe protocols in the pres-
ence of realistic experimental imperfections is beyond the
scope of this work, but we expect qualitatively similar beha-
viour from Rabi or hyper-Ramsey probing, with somewhat
longer optimal probe times and slightly degraded instability
due to the increased width of the observed atomic reson-
ance in theses schemes. Conversely, we expect that clocks
with significant dead time in their operating cycle will need
to use somewhat shorter probe times to compensate for the
servo’s inability to correct unobserved LO frequency fluctu-
ations, which will lead to a v higher than in our dead-time-
free simulations.
VI. CONSTRAINTS ON THE BENEFITS OF ENTANGLED
ATOMIC REFERENCES
The arguments developed in the preceding sections also
apply to certain Ramsey-like protocols using entangled
states in the atomic reference, provided that LO noise is
the limiting form of decoherence. For instance, the scheme
proposed in Ref. [35] and demonstrated in Refs. [36–38],
employing N atoms in a maximally correlated state [|ψ〉 =(
|g 〉⊗N +|e〉⊗N
)
/
p
2, where |g 〉 and |e〉 are the atomic ei-
genstates], is fully equivalent to Ramsey interrogation of a
single atom with an N-fold enhanced transition frequency
by the corresponding harmonic of the LO radiation. Now
the long-term instability of a single-atom frequency stand-
ard can be expressed as
σC(τ)=
s
ω
p
Zτ
, (30)
with s a dimensionless constant of order unity encoding the
choice of probe time T /Z and the additional contribution
of LO noise at this probe time. The long-term instability of
the clock using maximally-correlated atoms thus becomes
σC(τ)=
s
Nω
p
ZNτ
, (31)
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where ZN is the noise timescale for the N-fold frequency-
multiplied LO:
σL(ZNc)NωZN = 1rad. (32)
In the dead-time-free limit ZNc = ZN , one can compare
Eqn. 32 with Eqn. 3 and find
ZN
Z
=N
−2
2+µ , (33)
with µ again describing the time-dependence of the LO Al-
lan variance (see Sec. I). The entangled clock’s long-term in-
stability thus scales as
σC(τ)=
s
ω
p
Zτ
1
N
1+µ
2+µ
. (34)
Thus, if the clock stability is limited by white LO noise (µ =
−1), a reference using a maximally-correlated state of N
atoms performs no better than a reference using a single
atom, and is in fact worse than a reference using uncorrel-
ated interrogation of the N atoms. This scaling has been ob-
served experimentally for correlatedmagnetic field noise in
a 14 ion GHZ state [38]. For flicker-floor LO noise, the Allan
deviation improves as N−1/2 with N maximally-entangled
atoms, very slightly better than the asymptotic N−5/12 scal-
ing achievable without entanglement, but worse than the
scaling achieved with unentangled atoms for N < 102. It is
only for random-walk LO noise that maximally entangled
states offer measurable benefits, with an N−2/3 scaling of
the long-term Allan deviation. We illustrate these scalings
in Fig. 7, which plots the Allan deviation spectrum recorded
in simulations of fully optimised clocks using either 100 un-
correlated atoms or a 100-atom maximally-correlated state
for all three LO noise types.
Maximally entangled states reduce the signal-to-noise ra-
tio of a measurement on N atoms to that of a single qubit,
providing less new information per measurement but ac-
celerating the clock cycle so that more measurements can
be averaged. That is why their use is advantageous with
random-walk LO noise, when fast measurements can take
advantage of the reduced LO noise at short time scales.
Other approaches to the use of entanglement in atomic ref-
erences, such as spin squeezing [24–26, 39–41], focus in-
stead on improving the signal-to-noise ratio of the meas-
urement, and thus increasing the amount of new inform-
ation obtained in each interrogation. The error signal pro-
duced in such schemes has the same periodic ambiguities
as in Ramsey interrogation of uncorrelated atoms, and so
they are subject to the same projection-noise-independent
sinhv − v ≈ v3/6 limit on their effective measurement vari-
ance (c.f. Eqn. 28). The additional noise introduced when
servo prediction errors allow the anti-squeezed quadrature
to contaminate themeasurement result [42] can inprinciple
be eliminated by a suitable readout procedure [27] in which
casewe expect such interrogation protocols to offer benefits
comparable to suppressing the projection noise by increas-
ing atom number, even with white- or flicker-floor limited
LOs.
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Figure 7. SimulatedAllan deviation as a function of averaging time
for optimised clocks using either 100 uncorrelated atoms (solid
blue circles) or a maximally-correlated state of 100 atoms (open
red circles). The latter must operate with shorter interrogation
times, and thus the corresponding curves start earlier. The black
line marks the Allan deviation of the free-running LO. The three
graphs are, from top to bottom, for a white-, flicker-, or random-
walk-dominated LO. Arrows mark the two integrator time con-
stants for the case of uncorrelated atoms, as discussed in Sec. VII.
VII. SOME REMARKS ON SHORT-TERM INSTABILITY
So far we have focused on the long-term instability of the
clock once it reaches the asymptotic σC ∝ 1/
p
τ regime,
without considering the averaging time required to reach
this regime. In general, a clock reaches its asymptotic in-
stability when the fluctuations in the frequency of the out-
put signal are dominated by the measurement noise of the
atomic reference. For single-ion clocks in which the signal-
to-noise ratio of the atomic measurements is no better than
1, this condition is reached at the servo attack time τ1, as
soon as the output signal of the clock stops following the
free-running LO and is locked to the noisy signal from the
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atomic reference. However, clocks using many atoms have
amuch higher signal-to-noise ratio, i.e. the resolution of the
error signal from their atomic reference is much finer than
the LO frequency fluctuations that they can reliably meas-
ure. In such clocks the optimal probe times are long enough
that the quantum projection noise is well below the LO-
limited short-term instability. In order to reach the asymp-
totic regime they must initially average down faster than
1/
p
τ. This is possible provided that the servo has enough
gain to suppress the measured LO frequency fluctuations.
A single integrator can suppress measured LO fluctuations
by a factor ∼ τ/τ1 in the standard deviation6, so that the
clock instability initially averages down as τ−3/2 or τ−1 for
white or flicker LO noise respectively. This is fast enough
to reach the measurement-noise limited regime in an av-
eraging time of roughly
p
Nτ1 or Nτ1 for a white-noise-
limited or flicker-floor limited LO respectively, as seen in the
first two graphs of Fig. 7. However, a single integrator can
only suppress random-walk LO noise to a level that scales
as τ−1/2, which will not catch up with the measurement
noise limit which is averaging down at the same rate. A
many-atom clock using only a single integrator would thus
be forever limited by the finite gain of the servo rather than
by the noise of the atomic measurements. It is only when a
second integrator allows the servo to suppress noise by an
additional factor of τ/τ2 that the clock instability can aver-
age down as τ−3/2 until it reaches the measurement noise
limit in a time
p
Nτ2. The third graph of Fig. 7 illustrates
this behaviour, with the uncorrelated 100-atom clock ini-
tially averaging down at the servo-limited rate of τ−1/2 until
around τ2 ≈ 45Z . The second integrator then allows the in-
stability to catch up with the lower-lying asymptotic noise
limit, which it reaches around τ ≈ 400Z . It is interesting
to note that clocks using maximally-correlated states, be-
cause they behave like single-atom clocks and are always
measurement-noise limited, would have an advantage in
short-term instability even when their long-term instability
is little better than that of a clock with uncorrelated atoms
(lower two graphs of Fig. 7). This observation mirrors, in a
simpler setting, the finding of Ref. [20].
Thus the second integrator in a clock servo, beyond its
role in correcting for linear drifts, is also needed to suppress
random-walk noise of the LO in many-atom clocks. It is de-
sirable to set the gain g2 of this drift-correction integrator as
high as possible, in order to reach the asymptotic instability
in a reasonable time. However, it must not be so high that
it induces oscillations in the lock. With a conventional two-
stage integrating servo, the ratio of the two gains must be
no more than a few percent (we use g2 = g/50 in our simu-
lations). Linear predictors optimised as in Sec. II are some-
what more robust against oscillations, and can be operated
with higher gain g2 = w1/10 for the drift-correction integ-
rator.
6 This is the time-domain equivalent of theobservation that an integrating
servo suppresses noise power at a frequency f by a factor proportional
to f 2.
When post-processing measurement results to generate
a virtual “paper” clock signal, the causality requirements
which limit the gain of the servo during physical clock op-
eration no longer apply. Thus, while the long-term stability
limits discussed in Sec. IV hold equally for physical and pa-
per clocks because they arise from limits on the noise of the
atomic reference, the short-termstability limits discussed in
this section can be avoided entirely in paper clocks and fre-
quency ratio measurements, where the LO frequency fluc-
tuations can always be corrected as well as they can be
measured.
More abstractly, this section can also be understood in
terms of the difference between steering the clock’s fre-
quency and steering its accumulated phase (i.e. indicated
time). The asymptotic limit of Eqn. 29 corresponds to an
unavoidable random walk of phase due to the undetect-
able and uncorrelated frequency measurement errors of
the atomic reference. To reach it, one must first correct
the clock’s output for all the detected LO frequency errors,
which dominate the short-term instability in multi-atom
clocks. Within our model this is done by the servo, the
only component of the system with memory, and thus the
only component capable of remembering and correcting
past phase errors: an Allan deviation averaging down faster
than 1/
p
τ indicates that the servo is steering phase rather
than simply locking frequency. This can happen only slowly,
however, as it must not interfere with the servo’s primary
task of keeping the LO frequency near atomic resonance so
that the reference continues to yield informative measure-
ment results. In clocks where separate corrections are ap-
plied to the output signal and to the signal used for atomic
interrogation, the latter can be kept on resonance while the
former’s phase is corrected as fast as possible (even pre-
emptively in the case of a paper clock), thus minimising
short-term fluctuations in the timing error.
VIII. OUTLOOK
In this work we have studied the effects of LO noise
on frequency standards that monitor the LO frequency us-
ing a single ensemble of atoms periodically interrogated
according to a fixed protocol and that correct the meas-
ured frequency fluctuations using a linear prediction for-
mula. Most current optical atomic clocks fit this description
and can, without hardware modifications, use the frame-
work presented here to identify and approach the stabil-
ity limit imposed by their LO performance. The inter-
rogation times we recommend are specific to dead-time-
free Ramsey interrogation, but qualitatively similar results
for other (Rabi, hyper-Ramsey) protocols can be found
by the same arguments, since our treatment of the servo
is protocol-independent and since all interrogation proto-
cols face the same trade-off between measurement resolu-
tion and unambiguous measurement domain. Within this
framework, the most promising approaches to improving
long-term clock instability (besides improving LO perform-
ance) seem to be those that improve the dynamic range of
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atomic measurements (such as spin squeezing), whereas
methods which attempt to make faster measurements with
poor dynamic range (such as spectroscopy with maximally-
correlated states) have been shown to offer modest or no
benefits for realistic LO noise spectra.
There are, however, many architectures for frequency
standards that do not fit the framework presented here, and
it would be interesting to consider which of them can over-
come the limits we have identified. The simplest extension
to implement would be the use of non-linear prediction al-
gorithms, whichmight improve the robustness of the servo,
allowing longer probe times and better stability at small
atom number. We expect that the performance of such al-
gorithms would still be subject to the measurement-noise-
independent limit of Eqn. 13, so that they are unlikely to of-
fer more than a modest constant-factor stability improve-
ment in the large-N limit.
Proposed multi-ensemble or cascaded clocks [19, 20] cir-
cumvent the limits we have discussed here by monitoring
the LO noise with several different atomic references with
progressively finer resolution. References with a broad do-
main of useful frequencies provide coarse-resolution results
sufficient to narrow the prior v for other, finer-resolution
references. The analysis we have presented here applies dir-
ectly to the first (coarsest) reference in the cascade, and the
resulting stabilised signal can then be treated as an effective
LO used by the next reference in the ensemble, thus pro-
ceeding step-by-step down the cascade. However, even if
our analysis is locally valid for every reference treated in-
dividually, the overall behaviour of such a multi-ensemble
systemmay be qualitatively different than would be naively
expected from the single-ensemble analysis [19, 20, 22].
Finally, it would be interesting to make an analogous
study for continuously-interrogated atomic references [43–
50]. Such systems, whether based on continuous spectro-
scopic observation of an atomic sample or on direct las-
ing on the clock transition (“active optical clock”) [46, 47]
face a conceptually similar trade-off between suppressing
the noise of the atomic signal (driving the system weakly
to minimise the disturbance to the atoms) and suppressing
classical fluctuations in the probe laser, cavity mirrors, etc.
(driving the system strongly to gain information quickly and
maximise the useful feedback bandwidth). Thus, the stabil-
ity of these superficially different systems may depend on
the noise of their classical components and on the size of
the atomic sample in ways qualitatively similar to those we
have examined here.
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Appendix A: Fluctuation correlation matrices C for common
noise processes
In order to reconstruct LO noise properties from the ex-
perimentally observed correlation matrix C , it is helpful to
have explicit expressions for the correlations induced by
common power-law noise processes, which we summarise
here.
Consider a continuous noisy process y(t) with one-sided
power spectral density S( f ), whose autocorrelation reads
〈y(t)y(t +τ)〉 =
∫∞
0
S( f )cos(2pi f τ)d f . (A1)
If we associate the discrete estimates y j with time averages
over a clock cycle of duration Tc such as would bemeasured
by a perfect classical frequency counter,
y j =
1
Tc
∫(1− j )Tc
− j Tc
y(t)dt , (A2)
then the definition of Eqn. 10 reduces to
C j k =
4
piTc
∫∞
0
S(u/piTc)
u2
sin2(u)sin(u j )sin(uk)
×cos(u( j −k))du
(A3)
where u is a dimensionless dummy integration variable.
For a white-noise process [S( f )∝ f 0] of Allan deviation
σw, we find
C =σ2w(Tc)Cw (A4)
(Cw) j k =1+δ j k (A5)
Cw =


2 1 1 1 · · ·
1 2 1 1 · · ·
1 1 2 1 · · ·
1 1 1 2 · · ·
...
...
...
...
. . .

 (A6)
as expected. Detection noise of the atomic reference,
though not associated with the continuous frequency fluc-
tuations of the LO, yields the same white-noise correlation
matrix.
For a flicker-noise process [S( f )∝ f −1] of Allan deviation
σf,
C =σ2f Cf (A7)
(Cf) j k =D(| j −k|)−D( j )−D(k) (A8)
Cf ≈


2 1.57 1.30 1.21 · · ·
1.57 3.13 2.43 2.08 · · ·
1.30 2.43 3.74 2.95 · · ·
1.21 2.08 2.95 4.16 · · ·
...
...
...
...
. . .


(A9)
where the auxiliary function D is defined as
D(n)= 2L (n)−L (n−1)−L (n+1)
4
(A10)
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with
L (n)=
{
n2 log2 n n > 1
0 otherwise
(A11)
For random-walk process [S( f )∝ f −2] of Allan deviation
σr,
C =σ2r (Tc)Cr (A12)
(Cr) j k =3min( j ,k)−
1+δ j k
2
(A13)
Cr =


2 52
5
2
5
2 · · ·
5
2 5
11
2
11
2 · · ·
5
2
11
2
8 17
2
· · ·
5
2
11
2
17
2
11 · · ·
...
...
...
...
. . .


(A14)
Note that C11 is, by definition, twice the single-cycle Al-
lan variance for the noise process under consideration. Also
note that, while Eqn. A3 is valid only for perfect frequency-
counting or dead-time free Ramsey interrogation, Eqns. A4
through A14, expressed in terms of observed Allan vari-
ances, are valid for arbitrary noisy time series of the spe-
cified power-law noise type, including frequency estimates
made with arbitrary measurement protocols that may in-
clude dead time.
Appendix B: Optimal integrator gain with known noise
In simulations or in experiments where the LO is well-
characterised, it can be helpful to have an explicit formula
for the optimal integrator gain in terms of known LO noise
parameters. To derive such a formula, we start by noting
that for a pure white-noise process, the variance of predic-
tion errors for a simple integrator with gain g is
σ2w(Tc)
2
2− g , (B1)
as can be shown by direct application of Eqn. 9 to the correl-
ation matrix of Eqn. A6. Similarly, for a pure random-walk
process (and a hypothetical perfect classical reference), the
variance of prediction errors would be
σ2r (Tc)
3− g
g (2− g ) . (B2)
We have not found a similarly simple formula for the case
of flicker noise, but numerical studies shows that the phe-
nomenological equation
σ2f (Tc)
1.6+0.4g − ln4lng
2− g (B3)
is accurate to within 2% for gains in the range of 10−3 to 1.
As the integrator is a linear controller, the mean-squared
prediction error for a general noise process combining
white, flicker and random-walk contributions is simply the
sum of the three preceding expressions. Differentiating this
sum with respect to g and imposing the condition g > 0 to
exclude servos that do nothing at all, we find that the op-
timum gain (the one which minimises the variance of pre-
diction errors) must satisfy
−2g 2β ln2ln g
+
[
2−ρ+ (2.4+ ln 4)β
]
g 2+ (6ρ−β ln16)g −6ρ = 0
(B4)
where β = σ2
f
(Tc)/σ
2
w(Tc) and ρ = σ2r (Tc)/σ2w(Tc) are the
flicker-floor and random-walk Allan variances at one cycle,
normalised to the total variance of all white noise contri-
butions (including reference noise). The first term on the
left-hand side is always small and can be safely neglected,
leaving us with a quadratic equation in g . Solving this equa-
tion yields a prescription for the gain
g ≈ β ln4−3ρ+
√
(β ln4−3ρ)2+6ρa
a
(B5)
where we have introduced the usual auxiliary quantity a =
2+(2.4+ln4)β−ρ. Although approximate, Eqn. B5 yields in-
tegrating controllers whose prediction error variance comes
within 1% of that of the best numerically optimised integ-
rators.
Also note that, in the absence of flicker- or random-walk
noise, the theoretically optimal integrator has a vanishingly
small gain in order to average the white noise down as far
as possible. In practice, one should enforce a minimum
acceptable gain, in order to keep the servo time constant
from growing unreasonable. All our simulations enforce
g > 0.04, i.e. a servo attack time no longer than 25 clock
cycles, though this bound is usually only relevant for unreal-
istic LO noise models or when the interrogation time of the
atomic reference is too short.
Appendix C: Posterior variance
Equation 24 gives the variance v ′ of errors in the posterior
estimate of the LO frequency as a function of the variance v
of the servoprediction errors in theprediction andof statist-
ical properties of themeasurement signal F . Herewe review
the derivation of this posterior variance.
Wewish to construct an estimateψ of the unknownphase
φ corresponding to the error of the servo’s prediction. We
take our estimate to be a linear combination of two (not ne-
cessarily independent) pieces of information: the expecta-
tion value 〈φ〉, which captures information available before
the measurement result is revealed, and the measurement
result itself. For later convenience, we express the measure-
ment result as a deviation from the expectation value 〈F 〉 of
the measurement signal F . Thus:
ψ=α〈φ〉+β(F −〈F 〉). (C1)
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As in Sec. IV, we define φ such that 〈φ〉 = 0. The mean
squared error v ′ which we wish to minimise is then
v ′ =〈(ψ−φ)2〉 = 〈[β(F −〈F 〉)−φ]2〉 (C2)
=β2〈(F −〈F 〉)2〉−2β〈(F −〈F 〉)φ〉+〈φ2〉 (C3)
=β2 var(F )−2βcov(φ,F )+ v (C4)
The minimum is attained for
β= cov(φ,F )
var(F )
. (C5)
Note that the weight β given to the latest measurement
result in estimating the frequency of the LO decreases as
the measurement becomes noisier (i.e. as var(F ) grows) or
as the measurement becomes less strongly correlated with
the underlying phase φ that we wish to estimate (i.e. as
cov(φ,F ) shrinks). The minimum posterior variance given
in Eqn. 24 is obtained directly upon substitution of the op-
timised weight β into Eqn. C4.
For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to a linear combin-
ation of the measurement signal F with the prior estim-
ate 〈φ〉, as this allows the results to be expressed entirely
in terms of experimentally accessible (co)variances of noise
distributions. The variance of the errors in non-linear es-
timators depends on higher-order moments of the noise
distributions which are difficult to characterise experiment-
ally. As argued at the end of Sec. IV, non-linear estimators
are empirically unnecessary, at least for simple Ramsey-like
protocols.
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